It is important that our students present their uniforms in a manner that reflects positively on themselves and their school. Teachers are vigilant in monitoring this important area.

Specifically, any uniform items defaced or modified will be regarded as non-compliant and a replacement will be required. It is absolutely essential that we get 100 percent parent endorsement of this requirement. This should support our students, your children, to develop an understanding of what demonstrating a respect for themselves and a pride in their school means. Our students are regularly on show to a variety of visitors, when on excursions and whilst travelling to and from school. We want to be proud of their presentation on all occasions.

Parents will be notified in writing when a student is out of uniform and asked to ensure that their child is attired in accordance with the Eastwood Primary School and Deaf Facility uniform policy.

All clothing and the school bag should be clearly marked with your child’s name.

Boys
- Black track pants or slacks, emerald green school windcheater/jacket and school polo shirt
- Cool Weather—Black track pants or slacks, emerald green windcheater/jacket and long or short sleeved school polo shirt
- Warm Weather—Black shorts, school polo shirt and school hat.
- Sport - Years 3 to 6 – black shorts and emerald green and black micromesh Eastwood logo sports top

Girls
- School dress or tunic, black track pants or slacks, emerald green windcheater/jacket, school polo shirt
- Cool Weather—Black track pants or slacks or school tunic with black tights, emerald green windcheater/jacket, black or white skivvy or long or short sleeve school polo shirt.
- Warm Weather—School dress, or Black shorts and school polo shirt, school hat.
- Sport - Years 3 to 6 – black shorts and emerald green and black micromesh Eastwood logo sports top

Footwear: Students are required to wear sturdy, supportive footwear to protect their feet during vigorous physical activity which is part of daily school life.

Black school shoes or black or white athletic runners are the school uniform (please note that thongs, very light sandals or shoes with heels are not to be worn on free dress days).

If you are having difficulty meeting the costs of uniforms please contact the Principal as we may be able to assist.

During Term 4 arrangements are made for Year 5 students to purchase a commemorative Year 6 windcheater.